INTRODUCTION
An isolated periodic orbit of a vector field in R 2 is called a limit cycle. Part of Hilbert's i6-th problem is to find an upper bound for the number of limit cycles of polynomial vector fields of a given degree. Still today, very little is known about these upper bounds. Moreover it is not known if an arbitrary polynomial vector field has a finite number of limit cycles.
In 1923, Dulac [D] claimed that all graphs (see definitions in Chapter i) of analytic vector fields in the plane are finite (i.e. they are not accumulated by limit cycles). From this result follows the finitehess of limit cycles for polynomial vector fields. Recently, IPyaSenko [I] gave a strikingly simple counterexample to one ofDulac's main assertions, and gave a correct proof for the fact that all hyperbolic graphs (see Chapter i) of analytic vector fields are finite. This represents a major step and is essential for the result in this paper.
Around 1956 Petrovskii and Landis [P-L^, P-Lg] claimed that quadratic vector fields in the plane have at most 3 limit cycles. In 1959 they withdrew their proof [P-Lg] , Later in 1979, the Chinese mathematician Shi Song Ling [Sh^, Shg] produced examples of quadratic vector fields with 4 limit cycles, disproving the estimate of Petrovskii and Landis.
For our work we start from the fact that a polynomial vector field with infinitely many limit cycles must contain a graph (bounded or unbounded, see Chapter i) which is accumulated by limit cycles. This follows from the Poincar^-Bendixon Theorem.
Taking into account very special qualitative properties of quadratic systems, all of which are recalled in Chapter i, we prove the following theorem
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In 1983, Chicone and Shafer [Ch-S] proved the finiteness of bounded graphs. Here we give an alternative proof.
In Chapter i we give definitions and general information. We also recall properties of quadratic systems. In Chapter 2 we prove Theorem B.
We will denote by / 2 the space of quadratic vector fields endowed with the topology of the coefficients.
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i. Preliminaries
General definitions
Let X be a differentiable vector field in R 2 .
Definition i. -An orbit <p(^) == {x(t)^y(t))
of X is called a separatrix of X if its co-limit set (or its a-limit set) is a singular point p == (^o»^o) °^ ^ 
2) there exists e^> o and T> o (T < o) with [(p(^) -p\<^ for all t^ T (^ T) such that for all e> o there exist an orbit ^(t) of X and T> T (T < T) such that | ^(t) -<p(^) | < e for all t e [o, T] (t e [T, o]) and | ^(T) -p | > e^.
Definition 2. -A closed curve F in R 2 is called a graph ofX if it can be parametrized by a : [o, i] ->R 2 of class C 1 with a(o) = a(i) satisfying:
1) if y!(t) == o then X(a(^)) = o; 2) if v!(t) 4= o then a(^) belongs to a separatrix ofX and there exists X> o such that a'(f) == XX(a(f)).
We will say that a graph F of X has a return map if for all cross sections S of X intersecting F, there exists p e S such that (*)Q&) n S + 0 or aQ&) n S 4= 0. This is the so-called Poincare compactification of X and is denoted by ^(X). This construction allows us to study the flow of a polynomial vector field far away from the origin. The equator S 1 of S 2 represents the "points at infinity 5? and it happens (by construction) that points at infinity remain at infinity under the flow of ^(X) (i.e. S 1 is invariant for ^(X)).
A graph of X containing separatrices (and thus singularities) at infinity will be called an unbounded graph.
To study a polynomial vector field at infinity we consider the following coordinates 
and in the coordinates u^ v^ it is expressed in the form
Z^wwfl I.I.-Every X e ^2 AA? ow^, two or three pairs of symmetric singularities at infinity or the whole infinity is filled up with singularities.
Proof. -If X e / 2 is given by (i), using the expressions of X^ and X^ we have that the singularities at infinity are obtained by solving
From these expressions the lemma follows immediately.
Note that ^ =)= o and ^ == "F 1 represent the same point at infinity. D
Remark.
-By a rotation of coordinates we can always carry one of the pairs of symmetric singularities at infinity to the pair of points p = (o, i, o) and -^==(°3-i5o)-Hence we can always suppose that the origin in the (^, z/g) -plane is a singularity of X^ or, in other words, we can always suppose c == o.
The following corollary is now clear. The proof of Theorem B in the next chapter will consider separately each one of the cases arising from this corollary.
General properties of quadratic vector field in R 2
Among the properties of planar quadratic vector fields there is a simple but basic one that we will use throughout the paper. It will be refered to as the periodic orbit property and says the following:
If a planar quadratic vector field has a periodic orbit Y, then in the compact region bounded by Y there is a unique singularity. Moreover, the linear part of the vector field at this singularity has conjugate complex eigenvalues.
This property can be used to find simple expressions for the vector field. In fact, if a quadratic vector field X has a periodic orbit, it is clear that there exists an afine change of coordinates such that
where P^ and Q^ are homogeneous polynomial vector fields of degree two. In some cases we will use the fact that this form of X is invariant under rotations.
Let us recall another basic property of planar quadratic vector fields.
Contact property. -Let X e ^2 be a quadratic vector field in R 2 . Then every straight line t in R 2 is either invariant or has at most two contacts with X (i.e. points where t is not transversal to X).
This property enables us to find geometric properties for bounded or unbounded graphs of quadratic systems. For example we can prove:
(i) all graphs with return map enclose a convex region; (ii) a graph with return map and with at least two singularities must contain the straight line segment joining two adjacent singularities. In this case the quadratic vector field has an invariant line.
With these properties we obtain simple expressions for the vector field. In fact, if a quadratic vector field X has an invariant line, then there exists an afine change of coordinates such that Whenever necessary we will use these forms of X. Let us recall two more properties of quadratic systems.
Invariant line property. -If a quadratic system has an invariant line then it has at most one limit cycle. 
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Although the invariant line property may substantially simplify the proofs, we are not going to use it, because we do not know of a good reference for its proof. However, we shall make use of the two invariant lines property, first proved by Bautin (see [G] If the orbits of an attractor (repellor) spiral around the singularity we speak of a focus; if not we speak of a node.
Let us now relate hyperbolicity with the above topological types. Ifj&isa hyperbolic singularity ofX and \, X^ are the eigenvalues ofDX(^), then p is a saddle if \ Xg < o, an attractor if Re \ < o, i == i, 2, and a repellor if Re \ > o, i == 1,2. Moreover, p is a focus if and only if\ and X^ are complex conjugate numbers. These are simple basic facts about dynamical systems and can be seen for example in [P-M] .
Ifp is a semi-hyperbolic singularity of X there are two local invariant differentiable curves intersecting transversally at ?, such that the behavior of X along these curves determines the topological type of p. The tangent lines to these curves at p are the lines generated by the eigenvectors ofDX(^). The invariant curve whose tangent line at p is generated by the eigenvector associated with the vanishing eigenvalue is called the center manifold of p. The flow of X on the center manifold ofp is given by the first nonzero derivative/^(o) of an associate one-dimensional differential equation x ==f{x) for which f{o) ==y(o) = o. The flow on the other invariant curve is determined by the sign ofX, the nonzero eigenvalue. With this, the topological type of p is a saddlenode if k is even, a saddle if k is odd and X./^o) < o and a node if k is odd and X./^o) > o (attractor if X< o and repellor if X> o).
The center manifold theory needed here can be found in [H-P-S] or [Ca] ,
The topological type in the degenerate case can be obtained by means of the blowing-up method. This method consists in <c opening " (blowing-up) the singularity into a circle using for example the map 9 : R x S 1 -R 2 (r, 6) h> (r cos 6, r sin 6).
(We suppose that the vector field X is defined in an open set ofR 2 and has the degenerate singularity p at the origin.) An important fact is that there exists a vector field X in R X S 1 (the blow-up of X) verifying D(p^e)(X(r, 6)) == X(<p(r, 6)) for (r, 6) € U and leaving {0} X S 1 invariant. The set U is open in R X S 1 and contains {0} X S 1 . If we know the flow of X in a neighborhood of {0} X S 1 (for example if all the singularities of X in {0} X S 1 are hyperbolic or semi-hyperbolic), then 6C blowing down "
X we obtain the topological type of p. IfX has degenerate singularities along {0} X S 1 , we blow-up again each one of these singularities and observe if we can determine the corresponding flows. If not, we blow-up again and again. Fortunately this process ends; in fact (X being analytic) we know that after a finite number of blowings-up we only get hyperbolic and semi-hyperbolic singularities. This allows us to describe the topological type of p.
In sections 2.1.1, 2.2 (1.2) and 2.2 (11.2), we will give the topological types of all degenerate singularities which will be needed.
The blowing-up method can be seen in detail in [A] , [Du] and [T] . Finally, we recall that the topological type of a center type singularity p of an analytic vector field is either a focus or a center (all orbits in a neighborhood of? are periodic).
A periodic orbit y is called an attractor (repellor) if it is the co-limit set (a-limit set) of all points in a neighborhood of y.
Let X be a vector field in R 2 and let y be a periodic orbit of X of period T. The number
is called the characteristic exponent of yIt is a well known fact (see [A] , [S] ) that for c > o the orbit y is a repellor and for c < o it is an attractor.
Il^yaSenko's Theorem ([I])
Definition. -A graph F of a vector field X in R 2 is called a hyperbolic graph of X if all singularities of X contained in F are hyperbolic. This theorem is crucial for our result because it allows us to consider only the non-hyperbolic graphs.
6. Dulac's Proposition
Definition. -A semi-hyperbolic singularity p of a vector field X in R 2 is called contractive if div XQ&) < o and expansive if div X(^) > o. Notice that in this case div X(j^) is the nonzero eigenvalue of DXQ&).
Proposition (Dulac [D] The proof of this fact is straightforward.
Proof of Theorem B
2.1. We will first prove that all bounded graphs of quadratic vector fields are finite. To do this we observe that a quadratic vector field has at most four singularities in the plane. Since we are interested in periodic orbits we may suppose that one of the singularities is a focus or a center (see i. 3 and 1.4). Hence bounded graphs contain one, two or three singularities (this is true for every quadratic vector field; see Berlinskii's Theorem in [C] ).
2.1.1. Let us first consider graphs with one singularity. If the singularity is either hyperbolic or semi-hyperbolic the graph is finite. This follows from IPyaSenko's Theorem and Dulac's Proposition, respectively. Suppose now that the singularity is at the origin and that both eigenvalues are zero. If the linear part of the vector field at (o, o) is identically zero then the vector field is homogeneous and there is no limit cycle. We may then suppose that after a linear change of coordinates the vector field has the form x =y 4-ax 2 + bxy + 9^2
Following the blowing-up method we observe that if a + o the topological type of the origin is
Since the line y == o is transversal except in (o, o) this singularity does not belong to any graph. Thus, necessarily a == o. QUADRATIC VECTOR FIELDS "9 In this case [a == o) the line y = o is invariant and the existence of a periodic orbit implies both ~b =f= o and the existence of another singularity which must be a focus or a center. Changing coordinates by (x,y) ^ (bx + cy, 7^) with an appropriate X, we obtain the following form for X: 
Also, the vector fields Xo for a ^ 1/2 and X^ for b + o do not have any bounded graph. This settles the case of bounded graphs with one singularity.
a. i. a. Let us now consider bounded graphs with two singularities. Since we are interested in graphs with return map we may suppose (by the contact property) that both singularities are points of an invariant line for the vector field. By a linear change of coordinates we can carry these points to (o, o) and (o, i). The vector field then takes the form proving that I is invariant or transversal to the flow. If it is transversal, the separatrices of the saddles p and -p must be on different sides off (see the figure below). Therefore, there is no unbounded graph
We now prove (iii). By translating coordinates we carry t to the line x == o. The vector field is now given by
Since b =h o (p is a saddle), we obtain the desired form for X by changing coordinates: [x^y) [-> (x, Let us consider the case c(l -c) > 0. We first look at the singularities of X on the invariant line i : x = o. These singularities are given by the roots of
If n 2 -4ac > 0, there are two singularities on t which are hyperbolic for X restricted to t. In this case there is no unbounded graph. For n 2 -4ac = 0, there is a unique singularity on/', namely ?Q == (o, -n/2c), which has eigenvalues -n^c and o. Thus, for n 4= o, ?Q is a saddle-node and we obtain the graph of Figure i .
For n === o, we necessarily have a == o. Notice that if there is a periodic orbit T == (Vi? T2). ^ "^ust be contained in {x > 0} or in {x < o}. Also, from the expression for X, we have y2 = Yi/Yi • Calculating the characteristic exponent of a periodic orbit of period T we obtain:
So, if ~b + o, all possible periodic orbits in the same half-plane as well as the singularities must be of the same type: all repellors or all attractors. Since this is. impossible, there is no periodic orbit at all. Finally, for ~b == o, X has the form f x = xy X= . _ _ \^y = mx + ^ + cy 2 and we easily show that A, X == -X for A{x,y) = (A-, -y). The flow ofX is then given in Figure 3 .
When n 2 -4dc< 0 there are no singularities on t and we get the graph of Figure 4 with hyperbolic singularities. By IPyaSenko's Theorem we know that these graphs are finite.
Let us now consider the case c = n = o and a > o. In this case there are no singularities on the invariant line I: x == o, and there are two singularities lying on different sides of f. Both of them are center-type singularities. If there is a periodic orbit Y == (vi, ^) of period T we calculate its characteristic exponent and obtain the number ~b j yi(^) dt. As before, we see that there is no periodic orbit if ~b 4= o. For
T) == o the vector field verifies A^ X = -X for A: {x^y} -> (x, -y)
and so we obtain the graph of Figure 6 . This proves Theorem B in the case (I.i).
(1.2) A-a ==c •-b •== 0 and a 4= 0.
Let X e / 2 be given by (i) with c == o and verify the relations above. In this case p = (o, i, o) and -p are the unique singularities at infinity. Let X^ be the expression of X in coordinates (^, v^) (see 1.2). Since Proo/. -Since p is semi-hyperbolic and is a node along the center manifold (the infinite line), it is either a node or a saddle. If it is a node, no unbounded graph is possible.
The rest of the proof goes as for Lemma 2.1. D Then the singularity ^==(0,1,0) at infinity has the following topological type:
Proof. -By blowing-up the singularity at the origin for the vector field
[ v^ = -au^ ^ -wyj -ai4 ^ -^2 ŵ e recognize the above topological type. D
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We will now prove the following scheme: 
(II. i) ft -a} 2 -4a(c -b) =0 and c -b + 0.
In this case there are two pairs of singularities at infinity. The one different from {p = (o, i, o), -p} is a pair of saddle-nodes for X restricted to infinity. This is clear from the equation of X restricted to infinity:
By rotating coordinates we can carry this pair of singularities to {p, -p}, leading us to the next case: a.a (11.2) b -c == 0 and ~b -a 4= 0.
Besides {j&, -p} there is another pair of singularities at infinity. When we restrict X to infinity, p and -p are non-hyperbolic while the other pair is hyperbolic.
As before, let Xg be the expression of X in coordinates (^g, y^). The linear part ofXg at the origin is ( , (. So p is semi-hyperbolic if and only if b 4= o. If b + o and X has an unbounded graph F, then F must contain two adjacent singularities at infinity and the corresponding arc between them. Also, for b =(= o, if X has an unbounded graph without singularities in the plane, it must be of one of the two following types: By Dulac's Proposition these graphs are finite. Now, if b =t= o and X has an unbounded graph which contains singularities in the plane and which has a return map, then by the contact property it is proved that the separatrices of the graph are contained in invariant lines. By changing coordinates we put these invariant lines in the axes and so the vector field takes the form Unbounded graphs with two singularities at infinity cannot exist because graphs with a return map must enclose a convex region.
Suppose that X e / 2 as in Lemma 2.5 has a graph with a return map and with three singularities at infinity. Then, one of them is p (or -p) and the others are the adjacent ones which are themselves symmetric. This pair of symmetric singularities are in the direction y\x == a/{a -A). Since they are contained in a graph they must be saddles and, by the contact property, the separatrix in the plane must be an invariant straight line I of the form
where (a, ~b -a) is a vector normal to ^, it follows that a == m == o and N == -i (b.
Thus, X can be expressed in the form ( x = -y + ^2 y = x + ~bxy.
X:
Since this vector field has the symmetry A, X == -X for A(x,j) == (-A",^), we see that the origin is a center, and so there is no limit cycle.
We will now prove the assertions in the following scheme for the case b = o.
fa==o : graph as in Fig. 10 3<wi To prove the above assertions, consider the parabola
and its normal vector a^(^) == {{20, -A) x -m, -i). Easy calculations give
Let m^ be given by the relation ^amy -'bm^ -o == o and let y ==J^o(^) be the parabola Therefore, for a = o the origin is a center (Fig. 10) and if a> o (so that m^ 4= o) there are no periodic orbits inside the graph (Fig. n) .
For m =f= mQ (i.e. ym -1)m -a 4= o), we have as before that the relation:
X == X, = X,, + (m -mo) R is satisfied, and so there is no unbounded graph. This ends the proof in case o < i < a. Now fix a, ~b and a satisfying 2a < & < a < 0 and a ^ 0.
Recall that if a = o then m^ == o. Let us again consider m as a parameter.
First let m = m^. In this case the parabola y =^o(^) ls invariant and forms an unbounded graph. Take r and b{x) as before. Then:
(ii) The function f(x^y) == OoW -""jO^W ~Y) 2 h^ ^e origin as a maximum and in the region Q = {{x,y}fy ^YeW} fhis is the only critical point. The level curves of^in f2 are Therefore, if a = o there is a first integral and the origin is a center (Fig. 12) and if a > o (so that m^ ==) = o) there is a Liapunov function and there is no periodic orbit inside the graph (Fig. 13) .
To conclude the case above, we now let m + m^ (i.e. ym -1)m -a + o). The same arguments as in the previous case prove that there is no unbounded graph.
If ~b < 2a and ~b < 0, then from the topological type of p we conclude that no unbounded graph is possible. Thus, there is no unbounded graph.
Finally fix a, ~b and a satisfying T) == 0 < a and a == 0, so that m^ == o. When m = niQ == o the vector field verifies A^ X == -X for A(x,jy) == (-x,jy) , the origin is a center and there are no limit cycles. If m + m^ as before there is no unbounded graph.
Thus, all assertions concerning the case b = o are proved and case (II) is settled.
(III) ft -a) 2 -4d(c -b) > 0 and c -b + 0.
We now come to the most difficult part of the proof of our main result. For X e^2 given by (i) (see Chapter i) with c == o and satisfying the relation above, there are three pairs of symmetric singularities at infinity. Proof. -When a quadratic vector field X has three pairs of symmetric singularities at infinity, all of them are hyperbolic for the restriction ofX to infinity (see Lemma i. i). So the only possible unbounded graphs with a return map are of the following types:
(double arrows indicate hyperbolicity)
The first one is finite by IPyaSenko's Theorem. The middle one is not accumulated by periodic orbits (Dulac's Proposition) . The last one, with singularities in the plane, must have separatrices contained in invariant lines, and as explained before, in this case there are no limit cycles. D Proof. -We first observe that given any order in the pairs of singularities, there are coordinates in R 2 such that the first pair is {p, -p}, the second pair is {q, -q} and the third one is {r, -r}. In fact, with a rotation of coordinates we carry the first pair to {?, -p}; with a linear change of coordinates of the form A{x,y) = {x, T^x +j0 (which fixes p) the second pair is taken to {q, -q}\ and finally with a change of coordinates (x^y) h> (x, Xy), X 4= o, the third one is taken to {r, -r}.
If X is expressed as in (i), then in the coordinates above the following relations are true c == o, a == o, c -b + a -6=0 and b -c =t= o (this follows from (2) and (3) (ii) I/' X Aflj an unbounded graph then it must contain p and q (or -p and -q) Proof. -Parts (i) and (ii) are clear from Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8. If X satisfies the hypothesis in (iii) then by the contact property it follows that there exist two invariant lines that must contain the separatrices. We know that in this case there is no limit cycle. D
In what follows we will consider X e^2 to be given by
. _ _ y == a + ^y -bxy with b > o, and we will study, in terms of the coefficients, when X can have unbounded graphs without singularities in the plane. We will prove the following assertions: 
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To prove (i) suppose a = o. The line y = o is invariant and contains the center manifold of q. So, there is no graph, as required. The same happens if a == o.
To prove the other assertions let us consider X expressed in the coordinates at infinity: u-^ == -bu^ -bu^ + (n -m) u^ v^ + az^ -ai^ v\ z^ == -bu^ v^ -mv{ -az^, Xi:
rig === bu^ + bu^ + (w •-n) Mg i^ + ay| -a^ yĵ === bu^ v^ -n^ -az|.
X,:
In both systems, the origin is a semi-hyperbolic singularity.
The center manifold for X^ has the form "i = W = (a/i) ^ + e(^) , and the flow along it is given by »i = -mv[ -(a + a) ^ + 6(0^).
Similarly, the center manifold for Xg has the form We can now prove (ii). Suppose a < o. Since b > o, the center manifold of X^ is locally contained in the half plane t^< o. That is: center manifold center manifold
From the contact property it follows that all graphs with return map must enclose a convex region. On the other hand, by Lemma 2.9 any such graph must contain the adjacent singularities p and q (or -p and -q). But this is impossible because of the location of the center manifold (see figure above) . The same happens when a > o.
If mn > o then p or q is a node, and thus there is no unbounded graph. Now suppose a > o, w < o, a<o and n ^ o. Notice that from the expressions for the center manifolds of p and q we have the following situations:
Besides proving (iii) to (v) we will see that these are the only cases where we can have unbounded graphs without singularities in the plane. In fact, consider the hyperbola y ==y(x) = -v.j(bx) and its normal vector oLy(x) == (-a, bx 2 ). Easy To prove (iii), observe that, since a+a=w+w==o, the hyperbola is invariant, the vector field verifies A, X == -X for A{x,jy) == {jy, x) and we obtain the graph indicated above.
To prove (iv), i.e. when (a + a) [m -\-n) = Q but a+a+^+^+o? notice that the hyperbola y = y{x) is transversal to X and no unbounded graph can exist (the separatrices of p and q must be on different sides of y ==J^)).
Let us now prove (v). We suppose a + a =t= o and m + n =t= o. We recall that a > o, w^o, a<o and n ^ o. The relations m == o and a + a > o or n = o and a + a ^ o imply respectively that q or p are nodes (see the expressions for the center manifolds), and thus in these cases there are no unbounded graphs.
Now we arrive at the hardest part of the proof of Theorem B. There are three cases to consider: mn +0; m = o, n>o, a + a < o; and m < o, n = o, a + a > o. As shown in the figures above in the three cases there can exist an unbounded graph without singularities in the plane. We will prove now that if such a graph exists, then it is finite. For that purpose we will analyse return maps (Poincard maps) associated to these graphs and show that these maps have isolated fixed points.
To help clarify our arguments let us consider the following figure and diagrams: 
